
LIST 10 (See S.No.180 and 181 of the Table)

(1) Singeing machine

(2) Yarn/ Fabric mercerising
machine

(3) Continuous bleaching plant

(4) Fabric reversing machine

(5) Fabric dyeing machine complete
with dye kitchen & accessories

(6) Wet febric spreading and
squeezing machine

(7) Relax drum/conveyer drying
machine

(I) Drying range

(ii) Float dryers

(iii) Loop dryers

(iv) Drum dryers

(v) Jet dryers

(vi) Rapid dryers

(8) Compacting Machine

(9) HTHP Hosiery yarn dyeing
machine complete with dye kitchen
and accessories

(10) Soft package winders (dye
package winders)

(11) Yarn drying machine

(12) Automatic dye weighing and
dispensing machine

(13) Volumetric/Gravimetric
measurement liquid chemical station

(14) Open width Tubular inspection
machine

(15) Lab dye preparation machine

(16) Fastness testing equipment

(17) Shrinkage testing equipment

(18) Lab infra Red Drying Machine

(19) Indigo dyeing range
with/without sizing plant.

(20) Continuous weight reduction
machinery through microwave
technique.

(21) Computer colour matching
equipment

(22) High  speed computer control
padding mangle.

(23) Effluent treatment unit with
biopaq reactor, activated sludge
process, activated carbon,
ultrafiltrations ozonisation facilities.

(24) Powder dot coating machine

(25) Laser engraver.

(26) Kier decatising/continous
decatising machine.

(27)Combined contipress/decatising
machine.

(28) Effluent treatment unit with
automatic sensing devices,
automatic controlled chemical
dozing dissolved air floatation
(DAF), reverse osmosis, sludge
dewatering, decanters, ultrafilters,
vaccum filters  to deliver water for
reuse.

(29) Pre-shrinking range for flat and
Knitted goods

(30) Knit-tubular mercerising or
bleaching-cum-mercerising
machine.

(31) Auto flame controlled, width
controlled singeing machine for flat
and Knitted fabrics.

(32) Solvent scouring machine

(33) Milling and scouring Machine

(34) Shearing and Polishing
Machine.

(35) Kier Decatising/Decatising
Machine.

(36) Combined Contripress /
Decatising  machine.

(37) Blanket Fringing Machine.

(38) Raising/Brushing Machine.

(39) Hydraulic Flat Paper
Press/Continuous Hydraulic Flat
Paper Press/Rotary Press.

(40) Circular Knitting Machine

(41)Industrial Sewing machine

(42)Single needle bed drop feed
lockstitch machine

(43)  Single needle lockstitch flat
bed  machine.

(44) Single needle flat bed drop feed
lockstitch machine with speed  more
than  3500 stitches per minute.

(45) High speed twin  needle feed
lockstitch machine.

(46) High speed two needle
lockstitch machine

(47) Computerised multineedle
lockstitch/chainstitch machine

(48) Single needle  lockstitch
machine with built in trimmer

(49) Blind stitch machine of various
models

(50) Single needle drop feed
chainstitch machine.

(51) Two needle chainstitch or
lockstitch machine



(52) Chainstitch overedging
machine

(53) Two or three needle chainstitch
machine

(54) Two  thread chainstitch for high
speed seaming and banding
operation with gear driven pulled
feed/compount feed of speed 3500
stitches per minute and above.

(55) Safety stitch machine.

(56) Fully fashioned high speed
knitting machine.

(57) Power driven flat bed knitting
machine

(58)Computerised flat bed knitting
machine

(59) Power operated flat
lock/overlock machine

(60) Linking machine

(61) Loop making machine

(62) Power driven socks
knitting/gloves knitting machine.

(63) Whole garment making
machine (knitted)

(64) Plain stitching machine  with
more than 3500 stitches per minute

(65) Computerised plain stitching
machine with more than 3500
stitches per minute

(66) High speed needle feed two
needle flat bed industrial sewing
machine.

(67) Sewing machine zig-zag flat
bed

(68) High speed multiple needle
sewing machine

(69) Class feed of the arm industrial
sewing machine.

(70) Button hole sewing machine

(71) Button stitch sewing machine.

(72) Elastic inserting machine (on a
variety of garments)

(73)Belt attaching machine

 (74) Zip attaching machine

(75) Bar tacking machine

(76) Hemstitch machine

(77) Smoking machine

(78) Computerised pattern
maker/pattern grading/marker
machine.

(79) Power driven cloth cutting
machine.

(80) Band  knife cutting machine

(81)Collar turning and blocking
machine and cuff turning and
blocking machine.

(82) Cuff press

(83) New automatic  collar turning
machine

(84) Automatic pocket weld sewing
machine

(85) Pocket creasing machine

(86) Embroidery machine with 10
heads and above

(87) Computerised embroidery
machine

(88) Computerised embroidery
pattern making machine with plotter

(89) Printing and curing machine

(90) Quilting machine

(91) Snap fasterns fixing machine
and/or siwa thereof

(92)Thread cleaning machine

(93) Steam Press

(94)Portable boiler for steam press

(95) Steam Cabinet

(96) Vacuum table

(97) Fusing press

(98) Dry to Dry cleaning machine

(99) Stain/spot removing
machine/gun

(100) Automatic 25-needle
shirring/smoking machine

(101) Shirt folding machine

(102) Form finisher

(103) Collar contour trimmer

(104) Spreading machine

(105) Shoulder pad attaching
machine.

(106) Shrinkage controlling
machines for knitting  fabrics

(107) Loopdrivers for tubular
knitted fabrics

(108) Mercerising machines for
tubular knitted fabrics

(109) Singeing machines for tubular
fabrics.

(110) Pile cutting machines for
knitted fabrics

(111) Rotating edging machine for
fabric  rolls

(112) Conveyors for garments

(113) Garment Calendering
machine

(114) Tie making  machines

(115) Labelling machines

(116) Laying and cutting machines

(117) Button and Rivet fixing
machine and/or dies thereof

(118) Auto fabric detwister

(119) Weft straightening and
calendering machine

(120) Slit Opening Machine

(121) Rotary/Flat bed screen printing
machine

(122) Curing/Polymerising machine

(123) Continuous rope/open width
washing machine

(124) Lab Yarn  dyeing  machine

(125) Lab dyeing machine



(126) Lab pressing machine

(127) Automatic cone winding
machine with yarn splicer and auto
doffing system

(128) High speed warping machine
with yarn tensioning, pneumatic
suction devices and accessories

(129) Shuttleless looms (air jet,
water jet, rapier and projectile)

(130) Drawing in machine

(131) Beam knotting machines

(132) Computer aided design system

(133) Fully automatic grey fabric
inspection machines with roll to roll
winding having microprocessor
recorder

(134) Auto control type
humidification plant

(135) Colour matching computer

(136) Carding Sets

(137) High speed Intersecting
Rotary/Chain/Pin Drawing
Sets/Gill Boxes

(138) Rectilinear Combs

(139) Draw Frame/Roving
Frame/Automatic Rubbing
Frame/Bobbiners/Finishers

(140) Ring frames from 60 MM
Ring Dia and above

(141) Ring Frames with Siro Sp-
inning attachment/or Auto Doffers
having maximum 75 MM Ring Dia

(142) Shearing, polishing and
cropping machines

(143) Step cleaner

(144)Flax hackling machine

(145) Drawing machine for Flax

(146)Roving machine for Flax

(147) Wet ring frame for Flax

(148) Auto winding machine for
Flax

 (149) Continuous spinning machines
for Viscose Filament Yarn.
(150)Digital electronic frequency
inverters for spinning machines
including control boards

(151) Finishing oil metering pumps
with relevant feed system

(152) Metering gear pumps for
Viscose

(153) Portable systemks for injection
of pigments for viscose dope complete
with stirred vessel, metering pumps,
instruments and control panel

(154) Precious metal spinnerettes
including distribution plates (pre-
spinnerette)

(155) Spin bath degassinag plant by
flash evaporation

(156) Spin bath backwash filtration
system with candle filters

(157) Continuous dissolving and
homogenisisng system for viscose
preparation

(158) Contidisk filters for viscose

(159) Spinbath heat exchanger in
graphite


